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Since the discovery of the uranium fission, the study of the 

fission mechanism is one of the important and interesting problems 

of nuclear physics. A lot of work is devote d to the investigation of 

this phenomenon; to explain experimental d a ta various nuclear struc

ture models are used: liquid drop model, shell model, statistical 

theory etc. It is natural that the rang e of application of a model is 

very limited and there is as yet, no consistent theoretical interpreta

tion of this complicated nuclear process. 

The 

the 388 U 
well known mass distribution of fission fragments of 

with thermal neutrons is sometimes explained from po-

sitions little compatible with each other. It is probably due to this 

circumstance, that a great deal of effort is taken to explain the me

chanism of low-energy or spontaneous nuclear fission. 

However it was established by experiments that with increasing 

nuclear temperature the picture changes: at an excitation energy 

higher than 50 Mev, fission becomes actually symmetrical /1, 2/. It 

may be supposed that this energy increase does not radically alter 

the mechanism of this complicated nuclear transformation. At the same 

time the field of the experimental study of nuclear fission is con

siderably extended • 

Indeed, for the investigation of spontaneous fission or fission 

on thermal neutrons, only nuclei from uranium to californium can be 

used while in the high excited state all nuclei with -f > 25 undergo 
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fission /
3

/. Of course, data obtained for a heated nucleus can not 

be directly used for explaining all fission regularities near the thre

shold, However the facets such as nuclear shape at the saddle po

int, mechanism of nuclear motion from saddle-to-scission point, cha -

racter of separation 

problem as a whole. 

etc. are common and important for the fission 

So, in what follows we shall consider nuclei at an excitation 

energy higher than 50 Mev, based on the fact that at these energies 

the structure features of low-energy fission are completely absent. 

We note however, that the quantitative study of the excited nuc

leus fission, meets serious difficulties, When the projectile energy in

creases the number of reaction channels also increases and the ini

tial state of a fissioning system is uncertain. Experiements with rela

tivistic protons may serve as an example of this; here. after the fast 

cascade emission of nucleons quite a number of nuclei with a wide 

excitation spectrum undergo fission / 4 , 5 / . 

From this point of view, heavy ions have some advantages since at • 

an energy lower than 10 Mev per atomic mass units, the main mode 

of interaction of complex nuclei is the complete fusion with the pro

duction of a high excited compound nucleus. On one hand, this de

fines unambiguously the nuclear state just before fission, on the I2J 

other hand, it allows a l a rge number of nuclei in a wide range ~'J 
to be investigated, 

Below we shall discuss the experi'Tlental data on fission indu-

ced by heavy ions from 12 C to 40 Ar 

According to modern considerations in the fission process the 

nucleus passes through a transition state-the saddle point, which 

corresponds to the fission barrier. It is assumed that at the saddle 

point the nucleus is in thermal equilibrium, This state is essentially 

initial during all further fission processes, 

If such a situation takes place, then according to the statisti

cal theory, the angular distribution of the fragments is unambiguously 

related to the effective moment of inertia J eft which characte

rizes the nuclear shape at the saddle point /7-9/, 
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J 
ett 

where JJ. and are the moments of inertia of the transition 

state nucleus at the saddle deformation about an axis perpendicular 

and parallel to the axis of symmetry, respectively. 

The experimental data on J ett calculated from the angular 

anisotropies for heavy ion-induced fission in various target nuclides 

is given in Fig. 1. 

It should be noted that within the expetimental accuracy J ett 

does not depend on the mode of production, the excitation energy 

and the angular momentum of a fissioning nucleus /10,12/ but it is 
Zll only a function of -,;-

Now it is interesting to compare the experimental data. with the 

calculation results for J ett using the usual liquid drop model/10, 11/. 
zll 

A noticeable disagreement for large A values is seen in Fig.1 

which points out that the deformation at the saddle point is small 

as compared with the shape obtained by means of the liquid drop 

model. 

However, this disagreement is practically eliminated if •. as'be

fore in the framework of the liquid drop model, the distribution of the 

nucleon density of the nucleus is correctly taken into account and 

the surface tension as a function of the curvature of the effective 

s urface is introduced in calculating J ett /13/. 
It is very important that the calculation results agree with the 

experimental ones, 

This provides evidence for the fact that the liquid drop model 

is a good approximation in calculating the potential energy and the 

nuclear shape at the saddle point. At the same time the assumption 

of the statistical nuclear equilibrium on the top of the barrier is va

lid with great accuracy for all investigated nuclei. 

Hence, it follows that the deformed nucleus really for a long 

time is in an intermediate state corresponding to the saddle point. 

Note that the extreme point a t ~ 2 = 43.5 (Fig.1) obtained from 

the angular distribution of 140 La nuclei in the fission of 2asu by 
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the 40 Ar ions corresponds to J.,pb - 0.1 
J e ff 

• Due to this it is 

possible to determine accurately from experiments the main parameter 

of the liquid drop model ( ~ l orlt which defines the stability limit 

of nuclear matter against fission. The extrapolation 1 / J eft -+ 0 (nuc

lei with spherical shape at the saddle point) gives ( ~A2 l = 45+ 1. 
Ol'ft -

It is shown above that the main characterisitics of the nucleus 

in the quasistationary state near the barrier top can be determined 

fairly accurately. Further motion of the nucleus from saddle-to-scis

sion point is very complicated whereas the appropriate information 

may be obtained only at the initial moment (the barrier top) and in the 

very final stage (division into two fragments). Thus, the charge and 

mass distributions of fragments, the total kinetic energy and fluctua

tions of the fragment kinetic energy are essentially the only data 

which reflect the fission mechanism. 

It is obvious that this information is explicitly insufficient for a 

complicated nuclear system with many degrees of freedom to be des

cribed. Therefore, to describe the phenomenon one or other of the 

models is used which supposes a priori a certain regularity in the 

development of the process. 

When a fissioning nucleus is highly excited it is assumed that 

the energy exchange between different degrees of freedom proceeds 

far more rapidly, compared to the rate of the deformation change. 

This allows one to consider the nucleus as an isolated system in 

thermodynamic equilibrium in all the stages of the motion from saddle

to-scission point / 1 4-17/. Thus, all the process may be considered 

in the very final stage, that is at the scission point, and the sta

tistic.;~.! theory may be applied to describe the main fission regula

rities. 

This approach seems to be justified to fission from excited 

states for _genera! reasons / 14• 18/, therefore an experimental check 

of the statistical theory applicability in this case is important • 

It should be noted that the statistical model has been used for 

explaining much experimental data / 1 9-21/on fission of excited nuclei. 

However until recently, only a small number of light n-...1clei with ~2 

from 31 to 35 have been systematically investigated. 
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Below we Pive the results of the measurements of the mass 

and charge distributions of fission fragments 122•231 for nuclei with 

~ A from 37,5 to 43.5. 

When bombardin.e. ~09 ~1 and 288 U thin targets with the 111 0 
20 

Ne and 40 k ions, fragments of the rare-earth group and, in some 

cases, heavy fragments from gold to polonium were separated by 

the radiochemical method / 24/. 
Further, using a Ge(Li) -gamma spectrometer, the gamma ra

dioactivity of frag,ments was measured and the obtained spectrum 

was analysed with the aim of identifying the isotopes and determining 

their yield. This technique was fairly reliable and the yield was de

termined with an error of not greater than 15%. 

To plot the mass distributions, assumptions were made about the 

charge distribution of fragments which were then checked experimen

tally. 

1. For each fragment mass A r the yield of isobars with Z 

differing from the most probable value of Z P 

by the Gaussian distribution: 

----r.r- exp -
(ll'e)~ e 

is described 

2. The dependence of z on was calculated under the 
p 

followin.e. hypothesis : 

i) constant charge density of fragments; 

ii) equal charge displacement / 2 5/; 

iii) the charge distribution from the minimum of the potential 

energy of fragments /16/. 

It was also assumed that neutrons were evaporated from frag

ments / 25/. < rn I r, « 1 ) in a number proportional to the iragment 

mass v, ,. ~, A 
A0 f 

With the aid of an electronic computer, using the least square 

method, the parameters v and e were chosen for different de-

pendences Z P(A r) giving the smallest deflection of the experimen

tal points from the smooth curve which, as expected, was well des

cribed by the Gaussian distribution : 
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(A r 
p (A r ) • ' exp-

:1 
u 

with one parameter u 
~ 

Usin.g such q. method, preference is p,iven to no one hypothe

sis about the charge distribution of fragments, the latter follows from 

the best fit of the experimental points on the mass curve. 

The experimental data is g iven in Table 1. It was found for a ll 

reactions that the worst agreement is obtained when the charge is 

assumed to be proportional to the fragment mass (Fig.2) while for 

the two other cases the results coincide practically. 

The mass spectra for fission fragments are given in Fig.3. 

Using the dependence of the mass distributions width on the nuclear 
~ 

temperature we obtain as a function of the parameter ~ for a 

fixed excitation energy. As is seen from Fig .4 a t ~ > 38 a strong 
A 

enlargement of the mass curve is observed. 

Now it is interesting to compar~ the experimental data with the 

calculations by the statistical theory. Several methods of such .cal

culations are known. Here we use the method suggested in ref. / 1 6/ 

which is the most convenient and accurate. 

In the fra mework of the statistical theory the fission probability 

for a given ratio of fragment masses is 

p (A) • exp [-

- 2 
(A- A ) 

A':~ <!!..8 >:~ 

where 

A-~ 
2 

8. Lo- ..2.!l 
2 A

0 

ll ll 
<!18> .T[-1- a w 

2 a 8 :~ 
I - l 
8-8 

-I 

Here T is the nucleus temperature. 

a2 w w- is the second 

energy which, according to 
o2 w --a !l.E +a !l.E 
CJ8ll I a 2 c 

derivative of the total potential nucleus 

ref. [16/, can be presented as: 

a E -a E +a E -a AT/a 
8 4 de 5 de II 0 
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where a 1 , all' • •• a 6 are the constant coefficients, 
II 

and l!E • 
is the difference of the surface and Coulomb energy for the initial 

(spherical) nucleus and two (spherical) fragments Ed 
11 

E d., . are 

the surface and Coulomb energies of the fragment deformation at the 

scission moment. 

E is the ener12.v for the Coulomb interaction of fraQments which 

is equal to the total kinetic energy, the latter being determined accu

rately from the experimental dependence 27 

2 
- zo 
E- 0.1065 ~ + 20.1 MeV 

A~ a 

.· 
In calculating the potential nucleus energy different mass for

mulas were used /25,28, 2 9/. The comparison of the theoretical and 

experimental data in Fig.5 shows that agreement is obtained only 
z:~ 

for a very narrow region of light nuclei, while for ~ > 38 there 

is an essential disagreement considerably exceeding the errors. Thus, 

the large disagreement can be eliminated by not varying the model 

parameters within reasonable limits. 
II. 

It is also seen from experiments that the dependence < u > on 

the excitation energy is stronger that the theory it predicts. 

However, it seems to us that the most strict criterion of the 

validity of the statistical approach, is the fluctuation of the frag

ment charge for a given mass ratio (or the mass fluctuation for a 

12.iven charg,e ratio). 

Indeed, according to ref. / 1 6/, in calculating the isobar or iso
(A-2Z)ll 

topic curves the well-known term of the mass formula • 
A 

alone is used which takes into account the affinitv of the protons 

and neutrons in the nucleus. 

In this connection, we have measured the isotopic distributions 

of fragments near the maximum of the mass curve for nuclei with 
z:~ 

different -r . It is seen from Fig.5 that the charge (or isotopic) 

curves are well described by the Gaussian distribution and the pa-

rameter c agrees with the data of Table 1. 
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The expertrnenta.t depend-enc..e of the charge distributibn width 

c on ~2 (Fig.6) agrees with the theoretical one, only in the 

range of light nuclei and disagrees strongly for -j!- > 38 

The isotopic distributions in different places of the mass curve 

were measured for the reaction 288 U ( 40 
Ar , f ) • The c values, 

obtained from this data as a function of the mass asymmetry (Fig. 7), 

indicate that the charge distribution width is not constant for all the 

masses, as is usually assumed when calculating the mass distribu

tions of fra_gments. 

The main cause of the disagreement between the experimental 

data and the theoretical predictions of the statistical model, lie, as it 

seems to us, in that) unjustified assumptions on the fission mecha

nism have been made. 

The existance of thermodynamic equilibrium at the scission point, 

which is used for the calculation of the nuclear potential energy and 

of all other quantities, seems to be doubtful for the following reasons. 

The statistical approach is valid only in the case when the 

relaxation time of the nucleus is far shorter than the time of the de

formation change. However, the rate of the deformation change is 

minimum at the barrier and maximum at the scission point. In the 

latter case it may be the same as or even larger than the rate of 

the nucleus relaxation /30/. 

This fact contradicts the assumptions of the statistical theory. 

The correct description of the phenomenon may be obtained 

only with the account of the dynamics of the process which needs 

additional assumption of the kinetic properties of the fission process. 

Let us try to explain qualitatively the experimental data. 

For different ~ :1 the starting figures (saddle point) rni3.Y be 

essentially different (Fig.l), therefore the number of configurations 

along the whole p ath up to the scission point is also different. Ta-

king into account the accelerative character of the motion, it should 

be assumed that during the main time, the nucleus has a deformation 

which differs strongly from the figure at the scission point. This 

means that the fate of the separation was at stake, long before the 
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moment when the nucleus was ready to assune the shape of two 

separate fragments. In the process of charge of deformation, each 

figure has a certain stability against the asymmetrical variations of 

the shape / 31 f. 
For such an approach the fluctuation of the mass and charge 

of fragments depends on the rate of the deformation change_and on 

the initial shape of the nucleus. 

However the exact calculation is a matter of some difficulty but 

with some simplifications of the proble111, the dependence of the mass 

distribution width < u -J may be obtained to be close to the experi.-

mental one. 

It should be noted that the g ood agreement of the experimental 

points (Fig.4,6) with the calculations by the statistical theory in the 

range of lig ht nuclei ( ~ - 31 - 34 ) is accounted for by the fact 
A 

that the nuclea r shapes a t the scission moment and at the saddle 

point differ little from each other. Since the second stage of the pro

cess is practically abs ent, the a ssumption of thermodynamic equilib

rium at the scission point is essentially related to the saddle point 

which is quite justified and agrees well with experimental results. 
2 

A noticea ble enlargement of the mass curve with increasing T 
!;!ives rise to a n interestin!;! phenomenon. "cascade fission" of the 

nucle us with production of three fragments of about equal masses/3?} 

The essence of this phenomenon is that ':ln excited compotnd 

nucleus undergoes in some cases a strong asymmetrical fission. 

If the excitation energy of a heavy fragment is higher than its 

fission barrier, then it can disintegrate once again into two parts. 

The cross section of the process depends on the mass distribution 

in the first stage of fission (the yield of large masses) and on the 

fission probability for the h e avy fragment. This mechanism explains 

clearly the experiemntal data on fission of nuclei into three fragments 

in hea vy-ion induced reactions /33,34/. 

Note also that the fission of heavy excited nuclei may be a 

good method for synthesizing new isotopes /35 /. It seems to us that 

fission induced by ions heavie r than arg on is very promising for ob

taining nuclei far off the stability line / 36/. 
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Table 1. Experimental data on heavy-ion induced fission/23/. The 
exp, values are obtained for rare-earth fragments. 

z ~ 
(MeV} ii E (T c A t 

~o• Bl ( ~ 0 Ne , l l 37,7 100 710 10, 8 0 , 56 

ns u < 'llc . c l 38, 4 42 

nsu ( te 0 , l l 39, 4 81 1280 11,2 1.7 

~88 u (~0 Ne, l l 40,3 120 2280 12,6 3,3 

95 1660 11,5 2,9 

65 1130 8 , 9 2.7 

~0 ~ Bi ( •o Ar ,fl 41,0 115 2200 9,5 2,75 

na u ( •o Ar .ll 43, 5 110 2790 13, 3 3,0 

75 1980 10. 6 2.9 

Eo 

dsPH --= 
~ 

7 (!'II ·' 
/ 

i.D 

--- ~ 
-----~---~ 6 

---- '" 
0 

--. ____ ___ _. 
10 20 30 !,() 

z}fl 
F'ig.1. Dependence of the effective moment of inertia at the saddle 

point on the fission parameter -xa- . The curves are the cal
culation results obtained by the liquid drop model: a) for a nuc
leus with sharp edge, b) taking into account the nucleus density 
distribution in the surface layer, The experimental points : open 
circles ar~ the / data from experiments on deuterons and alpha 
particles flO, 11 , black points - on he ::1vy ions. The figures cor
respond to the nucleus shape at the saddle point under the 
assumption of axial symmetry, 

c 
exp 

e -'exp 

0,7 + 0 , 2 

2, 6 + 0,2 -

2,8 + 0 ,2 

so 
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Fig.2. (0.4 A- ZP ) as a func tion of the fragme n t mass for the rea c ti on 
288 U ( 22 Ne , f ) , The curve s a r e the p red ic~ ions o f the 

hypothesis; 

I. constant charge density o f fraqments , pro p o rti o na lity o f the 
charge lo th'2 fragment mass, 

2. equa l charge displacement , 3 . the char ge d i s tributi o n a c 
cord in~ tp the minimum o f p o te ntia l ener gy a t the sc i s s i o n 
poi n t f .J.. 6f, 
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Fig . 3 . Mass distribution o f the fission frag ments: Curvj:s I - 18"Au (10c.o/20/ 
excitation energy 105 Mev; 2 - 088 u ( 00 Ne. 1) 23/ _" _" 
95 Mev; 3 - 088 U ( ' 0 Ar _. f) /23/ _ __ ·110 Mev 

The upper diagram i s the dependence of u • o n the ex
citation energy of a fissioning nucleus ••• U ( •oNe • 1) 
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F'ig.4. Mass distribution width u 1 as a function of the parameter~ 

at an excitation energy of about 100 Mev. The dotted line 
is drawn through the experimental points. The continuous lines 
are the predictions of the statistis;al theory obta~ne1 for dif
ferent mass formulas; a) Cameron/'?.8/, b) Green {25 , c)Myers 
and S w ia tecki / 29/, 
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Parameter ~ is 34,50 40.5 and 43,5 respectively, .The 
charge distribution widths o ... for this reaction are pre-
sented in Table 1. 
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at an excitation energy of about 80 Mev. The dotted line is 
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the theoretical calculations (see Fig, 4), 
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